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1 Motivation
“Begin at the beginning”, the King
said gravely, “and go on till you come
to the end: then stop.”
Lewis Carroll,
Alice in Wonderland
Almost four decades have passed since the intrinsic charm mechanism was proposed [1,
2], stating that heavy quarks are present in the proton’s wavefunction from the outset.
The existence of heavy quarks in the proton’s light-front (LF) wavefunction at a large
LF momentum fraction x is in fact predicted by QCD if one analyzes the higher Fock states
|uudcc¯〉 and |uudcc¯cc¯〉 in the hadronic eigenstate, i.e., Fock states where the heavy quark
pairs are multi-connected to the valence quarks1. LF wavefunctions, the eigensolutions
of the QCD LF Hamiltonian, are defined at fixed LF time τ = t + z/c and are thus off-
shell in the invariant mass. For example, in QED, positronium has an analogous Fock
state |e+e−µ+µ−〉 due to the insertion of light-by-light scattering in the positronium self-
energy amplitude. In such an “intrinsic charm” Fock state |uudcc¯〉, the maximum kinematic
configuration occurs at minimum invariant mass where all quarks are at rest in the hadron’s
rest frame, i.e., at equal rapidity in the moving hadron. Equal rapidity implies xi ∝
(m2 + ~k2⊥)
1/2 for each quark, so that the heavy quarks in the Fock state carry most of
the hadron’s LF momentum. Here ~k⊥ is the transverse momentum. The operator product
expansion predicts that the probability of intrinsic heavy-quark Fock states |uudQQ¯〉 scales
as 1/m2Q due to the non-Abelian couplings of QCD [3,4].
Even though there is no clear observation of the mechanism, the baryonic states Λc(udc)
and Λb(udb) were both discovered at the Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) at CERN at high
values of the Feynman momentum fraction xF [5–7]. The SELEX experiment provided the
observation of a double charm baryon |ccd〉 at a large mean value for xF and a relatively
1At high values such an x is approximately equal to the Feynman-x which can be directly measured at
experiments. Therefore, in this thesis we will use the symbol xF .
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small mean transverse momentum [8, 9]. In addition, the NA3 experiment measured both
the single-quarkonium hadroproduction piA → J/ψX [10] and the double-quarkonium
hadroproduction piA → J/ψJ/ψX [11] at high xF . In fact, all of the piA → J/ψJ/ψX
events were observed with a total value of xF > 0.4. Both the SELEX and the NA3
experiments provide unexpectedly high production rates.
This dissertation contains a phenomenological feasibility study of the production of
the double charm baryons at high Feynman-x with the double intrinsic charm approach,
aimed to resolve the apparent conflict between measurements of double-charm baryons by
the SELEX fixed-target experiment and the LHCb experiment at the LHC collider. The
observed spectroscopy of double-charm hadrons is in agreement with the predictions of su-
persymmetric light front holographic QCD. We also re-considered the associate quarkonium
production at high Feynman-x and re-reviewed the NA3 results on the J/ψ pair produc-
tion. Additionally, we analyzed the charm production from the fixed-target experiments
with the intrinsic charm from the target.
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2 Theoretical background: the BHPS model
Of course the first thing to do was to
make a grand survey of the country
she was going to travel through. “It’s
something very like learning
geography,” thought Alice...
“Principal rivers – there are none.
Principal mountains – I’m on the only
one, but I don’t think it’s got any
name. What are those creatures,
making honey down there? They
can’t be bees – nobody ever saw bees
a mile off, you know -” and for some
time she stood silent, watching one of
them that was bustling about among
the flowers, Insect spoking its
proboscis into them, “just as if it was
a regular bee,” thought Alice.
However, this was anything but a
regular bee: in fact it was an
elephant... “It’ll never do to go down
among them without a good long
branch to brush them away...”
Lewis Carroll,
Through the Looking-Glass
The distribution of intrinsic heavy quarks is described by the BHPS model given by
Brodsky, Hoyer, Peterson and Sakai [1, 2].
In the BHPS model the wavefunction of a hadron in QCD can be represented as a
superposition of Fock state fluctuations, e.g. |h〉 ∼ |hl〉+ |hlg〉+ |hlQQ¯〉 . . ., where hl is the
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light quark content, and Q = c, b. If the projectile interacts with the target, the coherence
of the Fock components is broken and the fluctuation can hadronize. The intrinsic heavy
quark Fock components are generated by virtual interactions such as gg → QQ¯ where the
gluons couple to two or more valence quarks of the projectile. The probability to produce
such QQ¯ fluctuations scales as α2s(m
2
Q)/m
2
Q relative to the leading-twist production.
Following Refs. [1, 2, 12], the general formula for the probability distribution of an n-
particle intrinsic heavy quark Fock state as a function of the momentum fractions xi and
the transverse momenta ~kT,i can be written as
dPiQ∏n
i=1 dxid
2kT,i
∝ α4s(MQQ¯)
δ
(∑n
i=1
~kT,i
)
δ
(
1−∑ni=1 xi)(
m2h −
∑n
i=1m
2
T,i/xi
)2 , (1)
wheremh is the mass of the initial hadron andm
2
T,i = m
2
i+k
2
T,i. The probability distribution
for the production of two heavy quark pairs is given by
dPiQ1Q2∏n
i=1 dxid
2kT,i
∝ α4s(MQ1Q¯1)α4s(MQ2Q¯2)
δ
(∑n
i=1
~kT,i
)
δ
(
1−∑ni=1 xi)(
m2h −
∑n
i=1 m
2
T,i/xi
)2 . (2)
If one is interested in the calculation of the x distribution, one can simplify the formula by
replacing mT,i by the effective mass mˆi = (m
2
i + 〈k2T,i〉)1/2 and neglecting the masses of the
light quarks,
dPiQ1Q2∏n
i=1 dxi
∝ α4s(MQ1Q¯1)α4s(MQ2Q¯2)
δ
(
1−∑ni=1 xi)(∑n
i=1 mˆ
2
T,i/xi
)2 . (3)
The BHPS model assumes that the vertex function in the intrinsic heavy quark wave-
function is varying relatively slowly. The particle distributions are then controlled by the
light-front energy denominator and the phase space. The Fock states can be materialized
by a soft collision in the target which brings the state on shell. The distribution of pro-
duced open and hidden charm states will reflect the underlying shape of the Fock state
wavefunction.
According to the intrinsic heavy quark mechanism the production cross sections σiQ(QQ¯)
and σiQQ of a single and double QQ¯ pair production, respectively, is given by [12]
σiQ(QQ¯) = PiQ · σinel · µ
2
4mˆ2Q
; σiQQ(QQ¯QQ¯) =
PiQQ
PiQ
· σiQ, (4)
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where µ2 ≈ 0.2 GeV denotes the soft interaction scale parameter and σinel is the inelastic
cross section of hadron–hadron scattering.
It is interesting to note that in contrast to perturbative QCD (pQCD), in case of the
intrinsic charm (IC) mechanism (extendable as intrinsic heavy quark mechanism for heavy
quarks in general) the hadron–nucleus cross section will be
σhN = σhp · A2/3, (5)
where σhp is the hadron–proton cross section (assumed to be approximately equal to the
hadron–neutron cross section) and A is the nucleus mass in the atomic units.
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3 Double quarkonium production at high Feynman-x
He [Owl] had explained this to Pooh
and Christopher Robin once before
and had been waiting for a chance to
do it again, because it is a thing you
can easily explain twice before
anybody knows what you are talking
about.
Alan Alexander Milne,
The House at Pooh Corner
In the era of high luminosity and high energy accelerators the associate heavy quarko-
nium production plays a special role as a testing ground to study multiple parton scattering
in a single hadron collision. Significant progress on the Double Parton Scattering (DPS)
has been investigated by the Tevatron and the LHC by measuring the productions of
J/ψ +W [13], J/ψ + Z [14], J/ψ+charm [15], and J/ψ + J/ψ [16–20]. Therefore and for
many other reasons, heavy quarkonium production is always a hot topic in high energy
physics, as this kind of physics is an ideal probe for testing quantum chromodynamics.
In the early eightieth the NA3 collaboration provided low statistic result on the double
J/ψ production at high Feynman-x [11].
Current colliders provide access only to the physics at low values of the Feynman pa-
rameter xF . However, significant interest is given also for physics at high xF [21–25]. This
region will be accessible at a future fixed-target experiment at the LHC (AFTER@LHC).
In this chapter we discuss the impact of the double intrinsic heavy quark mechanism on
the associate quarkonium production. We also re-review the double J/ψ production data
provided by the NA3 experiment using the CERN pi− beam at 150 and 280 GeV/c with
incident on a platinum target and finally provide predictions for the future AFTER@LHC
program.
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3.1 Double-quarkonium production cross section
The production cross section of the quarkonium can be obtained as an application of the
quark–hadron duality principle [26]. In this model the cross section of quarkonium are
obtained by calculating the production of a QQ¯ pair in the small invariant mass interval
between 2mQ and the threshold to produce open heavy-quark hadrons, 2mH . The QQ¯
pair has 3 × 3¯ = (1 + 8) color components, consisting of a color-singlet and a color-octet.
Therefore, the probability that a color-singlet is formed and produces a quarkonium state
is 1/(1 + 8), and the model predicts
σ(QQ¯) =
1
9
∫ 2mH
2mQ
dMQQ¯
dσQQ¯
dMQQ¯
=
1
9
∫ 4m2H
4m2Q
dM2QQ¯
dσQQ¯
dM2
QQ¯
, (6)
where σQQ¯ is the production cross section of the heavy quark pairs and σ(QQ¯) is a sum
of production cross sections of all quarkonium states in the duality interval. For example,
in case of charmonium states one has σ(QQ¯) = σ(J/ψ) + σ(ψ(2S)) + . . . . According to
a simple statistical counting, the fraction of the total color-singlet cross section into a
quarkonium state is given by
σ(X) = ρX · σ(QQ¯) (7)
(X = J/ψ, ψ(2S), . . .) with
ρX =
2JX + 1∑
i(2Ji + 1)
, (8)
where JX is the spin of the quarkonium state X and the sum runs over all quarkonium
states. In case of the J/ψ meson the calculation gives
ρJ/ψ ≈ 0.2. (9)
This statistical counting rule works well for J/ψ but not so well for other charmonium
states, even not for ψ(2S). In order to estimate cross sections for excited states, in this
paper we use the fact that a quarkonium production matrix element is proportional to the
absolute square of the radial wave function at the origin [27], so that
σ(J/ψ) : σ(ψ(2S)) ≈ |RJ/ψ(0)|2 : |Rψ(2S)(0)|2. (10)
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The absolute square of the radial wave function RX(0) of the quarkonium state X =
J/ψ, ψ(2S), . . . at the origin is determined by the leptonic decay rate [28]
Γ(X → e+e−) = 4Ncα
2
eme
2
Q
3
|RX(0)|2
M2X
(
1− 16αs
3pi
)
, (11)
where Nc = 3 is the number of quark colors, eQ is the electric charge of the heavy quark,
and MX is the mass of the quarkonium state X. Splitting σ(QQ¯) up into the different
quarkonium states one can obtain the corresponding production cross sections.
These formulas can be generalized for the calculation of the associate quarkonium
production. For example, the double-quarkonium production cross section σ(QQ¯ + QQ¯)
from the Fock state |uudQQ¯QQ¯〉 can be written obviously as
σiQQ(QQ¯+QQ¯) = (f iQQ
QQ¯/p
)2 PiQQ σ
inel
pp
1
9
1
9
µ2
4mˆ2Q
, (12)
where the fragmentation ratio f iQ1Q2
QQ¯/p
is obtained as
f iQ1Q2
QQ¯/p
=
∫ 4m2H
4m2Q
dM2QQ¯
dPiQ1Q2
dM2
QQ¯
/∫ s
4m2Q
dM2QQ¯
dPiQ1Q2
dM2
QQ¯
. (13)
The xF distribution for the double quarkonium production X1 + X2 (with Xi =
J/ψ, ψ(2S),Υ(1S),Υ(2S), . . .) is then given by [12]
dPiQ1Q2
dxX1X2
=
∫ n∏
i=1
dxidxX1dxX2
dPiQ1Q2∏n
i=1 dxi
δ(xX1X2 − xX1 − xX2)
×δ(xX1 − xQ1 − xQ¯1)δ(xX2 − xQ2 − xQ¯2). (14)
.
3.2 Revisiting the double J/ψ production at NA3
Using the CERN pion beam at 150 and 280 GeV/c to produce charm particles with incident
on hydrogen and platinum targets, the NA3 experiment provided data on the production
of the double J/ψ on platinum target in the kinematic region x∗F (J/ψ) > 0 with the
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respective production cross sections of 18± 8 pb and 30± 10 pb per nucleon and the ratio
σ(J/ψJ/ψ)/σ(J/ψ) = (3± 1)× 10−4 at both energies 2.
3.2.1 Acceptance of the NA3 detector
In order to understand the NA3 data, we give a short overview over the layout of the
NA3 detector (see Ref. [29] for a more complete description). The NA3 detector consisted
of a spectrometer with fixed targets of liquid hydrogen (proton target, 30 cm long) and
platinum (nuclear target, 6 cm long). The targets were located at a distance of 45 cm.
For the measurements the NA3 experiment used the beams of p, p¯, K±, pi± with
intensities of (3 − 5) · 107 particles per second. To reduce the particle flux through the
spectrometer, a beam dump absorbing about 80% of the charged particle flux was installed
behind the platinum target. The dump was made of a 1.5 m block of stainless steel and
had a conical core made of tungsten and uranium. The aperture angle of the cone could be
chosen as either 20 or 30 mrad. The stainless steel blocks surrounded the conical core of the
dump. Along the beam behind the dump, other parts of the spectrometer were located such
as a spectrometer magnet, tracking detectors, counter hodoscopes and trigger hodoscopes.
At the end of the spectrometer an additional 1.8 m long iron absorber was placed which
played the role of a muon filter and reduced the low energy particle background. Together
with the other trigger hodoscopes, the trigger hodoscope placed behind the muon filter
had the purpose to select muons originated from the targets. The trigger system imposed
a condition on the vertical component of the transverse momentum of the muons. To be
registered, a single muon had to satisfy the condition pT > 1 GeV/c, while for two muons
in the event one had to have pT > 0.6 GeV/c for each muon. Such requirements eliminated
a large fraction of pion and kaon decays and rejected low mass resonances like ρ, φ and ω
mesons.
In order to be registered, muons had to pass more than 3 m of iron. As charged
particles, on this way they interacted with nucleons of the matter and spent some of their
2In this thesis xF denotes the Feynman-x in the laboratory frame while x
∗
F denotes the Feynman-x in
the center-of-mass system.
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energy for ionization and radiative effects. For example, by passing through 3 m of iron
a muon with energy of 150 GeV looses more than 7.5 GeV of its energy. This leads to an
acceptance notion which mostly depends on the geometry of the setup, but also on the
kinematics of the particles.
In the data analysis for single J/ψ selection a criterium x∗F > 0 was used for both the
150 GeV and 280 GeV data samples. For x∗F < 0 the NA3 acceptance was dropping fast.
This means that each of the J/ψ should have had a minimal longitudinal momentum to
pass the setup and to be detected. For the 150 GeV beam this threshold in the laboratory
system was about 27 GeV/c, and 39 GeV/c for the 280 GeV beam. For the double J/ψ
state these thresholds should be multiplied roughly by two. Because the acceptance was
dropping down near the threshold, there was a low probability to detect an event with a
momentum close to the threshold. This means that it is not possible to detect a double J/ψ
state with xF ∼ 27/150 for 150 GeV and with xF ∼ 39/280 for 280 GeV, i.e. xF < 0.4 and
xF < 0.3 respectively, since low energy muons will either be absorbed by the matter of the
setup or rejected by the trigger. In addition, because of the dropping of the acceptance,
events detected de facto by NA3 have values of xF larger than the thresholds for both
data samples (cf. Fig. 1). The estimate for the NA3 setup acceptance for the double J/ψ
production is done with a Monte Carlo approach using pairs of uncorrelated J/ψ’s. It is
definitely interesting to investigate the correctness of the acceptance obtained by such a
Monte-Carlo simulation.
By investigating the kinematic distributions (cf. Fig. 2), one obtains a small difference
in the momentum distribution between the J/ψ for the Single Parton Scattering (SPS)
mechanism and a higher momentum gap for the uncorrelated J/ψ’s sample. Such a gap
in momentum and as the result of this also in the Feynman-x distributions could lead to
the erroneous interpretation of the NA3 acceptance. Indeed, keeping in mind that the J/ψ
pair has to carry a minimum xF to be detected, a situation is possible where one of the J/ψ
does not cary enough momentum to be triggered. Due to the larger momentum gap, the
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Figure 1: Momentum distributions of J/ψ pairs measured by the NA3 collaboration.
possibility of rejection can differ between SPS and the uncorrelated sample. Concluding
the above discussion we can say that the cross section values provided by the NA3 might be
not fully correct and the high Feynman-x region can be interpreted solely by the detector
acceptance.
3.2.2 σ(J/ψJ/ψ) production via Single Parton Scattering
Utilizing the fact that the double J/ψ production cross section can be normalized with a
special choice of the composition (αsfψ)
4, where αs is the strong coupling constant and fψ
is the decay constant of J/ψ, in Ref. [33] it was found that most of the measured cross
section is due to qq¯ → J/ψJ/ψ. However, as mentioned above, such a high production
rate is unexpected at NA3 energies. Therefore, instead of the double J/ψ production cross
section it is interesting to analyze the production rate.
Using the NA3 rate it is easy to estimate that
σ(cc¯+ cc¯)
σ(cc¯)
> 10−2. (15)
Even making the unrealistic assumption that all cc¯ pairs in σ(cc¯ + cc¯) are lying in the
duality interval, the production rate seems to be absolutely untrusted.
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Figure 2: ∆xF = |x1(J/ψ) − x2(J/ψ)| distributions for the uncorrelated J/ψ’s and SPS
production mechanisms at the 150 GeV/c (left panel) and at the 280 GeV/c pi beam (right
panel) at NA3. x1(J/ψ) and x2(J/ψ) denote the xF for the first and the second J/ψ,
respectively. The uncorrelated J/ψ’s distribution is obtained using Pythia 8 [30], and the
SPS distribution is obtained using HELAC-Onia [31,32]. All distributions are normalized
to unity.
3.2.3 σ(J/ψJ/ψ) production via the Intrinsic Charm mechanism
The production of double J/ψ based on the intrinsic charm approach is discussed in detail
in Refs. [12, 34]. Perturbative QCD and intrinsic charm contributions have principally
different regions where the main statistic is expected (cf. Fig. 3). Based on this fact, in
Ref. [12] it was assumed that all the NA3 data came from the intrinsic charm mechanism.
However, as we have shown above this kinematic region is restricted due to the detector
acceptance. Therefore, such an interpretation is too ambitious.
Concluding this chapter it is important to note that none of the discussed mechanisms,
neither pQCD nor the intrinsic charm mechanism, can be interpreted as the sole production
mechanism. In addition, it is not possible to determine the relative contribution, as both
calculations, the pQCD calculation [33] as well as the calculation based on the intrinsic
charm mechanism [12], are normalized to the NA3 data, assuming either of these to be the
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Figure 3: NA3 events (shaded area), pQCD prediction [33] (blue left curve) and prediction
of the intrinsic charm mechanism (red right curve) at the 150 GeV/c (left panel) and at
the 280 GeV/c pi beam (right panel).
sole production mechanism.
3.3 Double J/ψ production at the COMPASS experiment
3.3.1 The COMPASS detector: short description
COMPASS, a fixed target experiment at CERN, uses the high intensity pi− beam of
190 GeV at the Super Proton Synchrotron at CERN for Drell–Yan (DY) measurements
to produce charmonium, possible exotic states and dimuons in the set of polarized tar-
gets [35]. The experiment had several DY runs in 2014, 2015 and 2018.
The COMPASS DY configuration setup is quite similar to the NA3 setup. It uses
two cylindrical cells (of 55 cm length and 4 cm in diameter each) of ammonia as a target
and a hadron absorber to reduce the particle flux through the setup. The absorber made
of alumina and stainless steel with the central tungsten plug is placed downstream of
the target. The outgoing charged particles are detected by two spectrometers (Large
Angle Spectrometer and Small Angle Spectrometer). At each spectrometer, the muon
identification was accomplished by a system of muon filters. To be detected, at least
two muon candidates from the target region should hit the trigger hodoscopes of the first
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Figure 4: Prediction for the xF distributions for SPS and the intrinsic charm production
mechanisms at COMPASS. The SPS distribution is obtained by using HELAC-Onia [31,32],
and the intrinsic charm distribution is obtained following Refs. [12]. All distributions are
normalized to unity.
spectrometer (25 < θµ < 160 mrad), or one should hit the trigger hodoscopes of the first
and the other the trigger hodoscopes of the second spectrometer (8 < θµ < 45 mrad). A
muon passed through the peripheral part of the absorber and the material of one of two
muon filters (stainless steel or concrete) loses an energy of about 10 GeV, defining the lower
limit for its reconstruction.
3.3.2 Double J/ψ production at COMPASS
As COMPASS has a similar detector setup as the one at NA3, we can estimate that
double J/ψ events detected by COMPASS should have xF > 0.3 as threshold. Therefore,
COMPASS can give a significant contribution to the understanding of the double J/ψ
production mechanisms. In 2015 the COMPASS collaboration collected about one million
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of dimuon events in the NH3 target [36], and a factor of at least 1.5 more statistics is
expected in the 2018 run [37]. Comparing the J/ψ statistics collected by NA3 [10] and the
acceptance of the COMPASS detector one can estimate up to 100 double J/ψ events for
the COMPASS experiment.
Taking into account that perturbative QCD and intrinsic charm contributions have
principally different slopes and different regions for the main statistics to be expected,
we propose to use xF for the search for signals of the intrinsic charm mechanism and
the determination of the relative contribution. The xF distribution for the COMPASS
kinematics and for the different production mechanisms are shown in Fig. 4.
As we already mentioned above, it is not possible to predict the relative contribution
of the mechanism. However, it is interesting to estimate upper limits for both SPS and IC
mechanisms.
3.3.3 Single Parton Scattering
Following calculations of the double J/ψ production cross section in SPS from Ref. [38]
we can find a ratio between the double J/ψ production cross sections with a pi− beam at
NA3 and COMPASS energies:
σJ/ψJ/ψ(150 GeV/c) : σJ/ψJ/ψ(190 GeV/c) : σJ/ψJ/ψ(280 GeV/c) ≈ 1 : 2.06 : 3.34 . (16)
Using the mean values for the double J/ψ production cross sections measured by NA3 of
18 ± 8 pb and 30 ± 10 pb per nucleon at 150 and 280 GeV/c as reference points, we find
σ(J/ψJ/ψ) ≈ (12− 29) pb per nucleon at 190 GeV/c (cf. Fig. 5).
3.3.4 Intrinsic Charm
Following Ref. [12], we cast the double J/ψ production cross section into the form
σJ/ψJ/ψ = f
2
ψ/pi
Picc
Pic
σic, (17)
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Figure 5: Prediction for the xF distributions for SPS at COMPASS. The shape of the SPS
distribution is obtained by using HELAC-Onia [31, 32]. The region xF < 0.3 is excluded
by the COMPASS acceptance.
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Figure 6: Prediction for the xF distributions for the IC mechanism at COMPASS. The
region xF < 0.3 is excluded by COMPASS acceptance.
where fψ/pi ≈ 0.03 is the fraction of cc¯ quark pairs producing J/ψ, Pic and Picc are prob-
abilities to produce intrinsic cc¯ and cc¯cc¯ Fock states, respectively, and σic ≈ 0.5µb is the
intrinsic charm cross section for a pi− beam momentum of 200 GeV/c. Assuming Picc to be
independent of the projectile, the value Picc = 4.4%Pic was found in Ref. [12], and assuming
σ(J/ψJ/ψ)/σ(J/ψ) to be independent of the projectile, Picc = 10.6%Pic was found in the
same Ref. [12]. Using these values, it is easy to estimate the double J/ψ production cross
section at the COMPASS energy to be (19.8− 47.7) pb per nucleon (cf. Fig. 6).
3.3.5 Double Parton Scattering
Even though we don’t expect DPS to be the leading production mechanism at the COM-
PASS energy (
√
s ≈ 19 GeV), this contribution is expected to be far from zero (cf. the
lower panel in Fig. 7) [39].
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In case of hadron–nucleus collisions the general formula for the predicted DPS cross section
for J/ψ pairs is given by [40]
σhADPS(J/ψJ/ψ) =
1
2
σ(J/ψ)hNσ(J/ψ)hN
σhAeff
, (18)
where σ(J/ψ)hN denotes the single J/ψ hadron–nucleon cross section and σhAeff is the effec-
tive hadron–nucleus DPS cross section.
Let us remind the reader that in Eq. (18) the production of each J/ψ in hadron–
nucleon collisions is assumed to be an independent process. However, it is easy to see
that the production threshold of the J/ψ pair is already more than 30% of the COMPASS
energy (cf. Tab. 1). Therefore, we cannot assume the production of charmonium states as
independent processes.
Table 1: Energy scales for Super Proton Synchrotron, Tevatron and LHC accelerators
Accelerator Energy (
√
s) Colliding Mode
Super Proton Synchrotron ∼ 19 GeV pi−-Nucleus
Tevatron 1.96 TeV p¯p
LHC 7− 14 TeV pp
In order to estimate the kinematic suppression at the COMPASS energy we investigate
the difference in the production of the single J/ψ in SPS and DPS (cf. Fig. 8).
As we can see, the J/ψ’s from DPS are suppressed relatively to the J/ψ’s from SPS. We
can estimate the kinematic suppression factor as ℵ ∼ 0.7. Accordingly, Eq. (18) can be
cast into the form
σpi
−A
DPS (J/ψJ/ψ) =
ℵ2
2
σ(J/ψ)pi
−Nσ(J/ψ)pi
−N
σpi
−A
eff
. (19)
Utilizing the pi− beam at 200 GeV/c with incident on hydrogen and platinum targets,
the NA3 experiment provided a single J/ψ cross section in the x∗F > 0 kinematic region,
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COMPASS. Both distributions are obtained by using Pythia 8 [30].
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σ(J/ψ)×Br(J/ψ → µ+µ−) = 6.3±0.9 nb and σ(J/ψ)×Br(J/ψ → µ+µ−) = 960±150 nb
per nucleus for hydrogen and platinum, respectively [10]. For a heavy nucleus like platinum
or tungsten, σpi
−A
eff is parametrized as [40]
σpi
−N
eff
σpi
−A
eff
≈ 3A (∼ 600). (20)
The value of σpi
−N
eff is unknown. The value of σ
pp
eff ≈ 5 mb is measured in double J/ψ
production (cf. Tab. 2) and σpipieff = 41 mb is calculated [41]. Comparing these values, we see
that in the pion–pion case the value of σeff is higher. Therefore, we can choose σ
pp
eff ≈ 5 mb
to obtain the upper limit
σpi
−N
DPS (J/ψJ/ψ) . 1 pb/nucleon. (21)
Table 2: σeff extracted from double J/ψ production data.
Experiment Energy Colliding Mode σeff (mb)
DØ [17] 1.96 TeV pp¯ 4.8± 2.5
ATLAS [20] 8 TeV pp 6.3± 1.9
LHCb [19] 13 TeV pp 8.8− 12.5
3.4 Associate quarkonium production at high Feynman-x
at the AFTER@LHC
AFTER@LHC is the scheduled future fixed-target experiment at the LHC operating at
√
s = 115 GeV. It is definitely interesting to estimate the associate quarkonium production.
Formula (12) still has one undefined parameter, the cross section σinelpp for inelastic
proton–proton scattering. In the region of
√
s ≥ 100 GeV is obtained by the approxima-
tion [42]
σinelpp =
(
62.59 sˆ−0.5 + 24.09 + 0.1604 ln(sˆ) + 0.1433 ln2(sˆ)
)
mb, (22)
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where sˆ = s/2m2p. At the AFTER@LHC energy
√
s = 115 GeV, one obtains σinelpp ≈ 37 mb.
3.4.1 Double-charmonium production from |uudcc¯cc¯〉
Combining Eqs. (12) and (13), we use mc ≈ 1.3 GeV for the mass of c quark, mˆc = 1.5
GeV for the effective transverse c-quark mass, and mD = 1.87 GeV for the mass of the D
meson. For the integrated probability distribution we take the value Picc ' 0.002 [12]. For
Q = c and H = D we may expect the double-charmonium production cross section to be
σicc(cc¯+ cc¯) ≈ 2.0× 102 pb.
Analyzing the values of the radial wave functions at the origin [28], one finds
σ(J/ψ + J/ψ) : σ(J/ψ + ψ(2S)) : σ(ψ(2S) + ψ(2S)) ≈ 1 : 0.65 : 0.43
Taking into account Eq. (9) and the generalization of Eq. (7),
σ(X1 +X2) = ρX1ρX2 · σ(QQ¯+QQ¯), (23)
one obtains
σicc(J/ψ + J/ψ) ≈ 7.8 pb
σicc(J/ψ + ψ(2S)) ≈ 5.1 pb
σicc(ψ(2S) + ψ(2S)) ≈ 3.4 pb (24)
3.4.2 Associated charmonium–bottomonium production from |uudcc¯bb¯〉
Following Refs. [12,43], the associated charmonium–bottomonium production cross section
is given by
σicb(cc¯+ bb¯) = f icbcc¯/p f
icb
bb¯/p Picb σ
incl
pp
1
9
1
9
µ2
4mˆ2b
(
mˆc
mˆb
αs(Mbb¯)
αs(Mcc¯)
)4
. (25)
Applying Eq. (13) to this case (Q = b, H = B) we use mb ≈ 4.2 GeV for the mass of the
b quark, mˆb = 4.6 GeV for the effective transverse b-quark mass, and mB = 5.3 GeV for
the mass of the B meson. The value of Picb is unknown at this moment but we assume
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it to be approximately equal to Picc. Finally, we calculate the associated charmonium–
bottomonium production cross section to be
σicb(cc¯+ bb¯) = 0.46 pb. (26)
Here we calculate only the production cross section for the ground states,
σicb(J/ψ + Υ(1S)) ≈ 18 fb. (27)
3.4.3 Double-bottomonium production from |uudbb¯bb¯〉
We already have all ingredients for the calculation of the production cross section of the
double-bottomonium states except for Pibb = (mˆc/mˆb)
2 · Picb, so the numerical value will
be
σibb(bb¯+ bb¯) = 0.04 pb, (28)
and the cross sections for the particular double-botomonium states are given by
σibb(Υ(1S) + Υ(1S)) ≈ 1.6 fb
σibb(Υ(1S) + Υ(2S)) ≈ 0.8 fb
σibb(Υ(2S) + Υ(2S)) ≈ 0.4 fb (29)
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4 Resolving the SELEX–LHCb double-charm baryon
conflict: the impact of intrinsic heavy-quark hadro-
production and supersymmetric light-front holographic
QCD
“I can’t believe that!” said Alice.
“Can’t you?” the Queen said in a
pitying tone. “Try again: draw a long
breath, and shut your eyes.”
Alice laughed. “There’s not use
trying,” she said: “one can’t believe
impossible things.”
“I daresay you haven’t had much
practice,” said the Queen. “When I
was your age, I always did it for
half-an-hour a day. Why, sometimes
I’ve believed as many as six
impossible things before breakfast!”
Lewis Carroll,
Through the Looking-Glass
The first experimental evidence for the existence of double-charm baryons was published
by the SELEX collaboration 15 years ago [8, 9, 44–47]. By utilizing the Fermilab negative
and positive charged beams at 600 GeV/c to produce charmed particles in a thin foil of
copper or on a diamond target, the SELEX collaboration observed two different decay
channels for the |dcc〉 state at a mass close to 3520 MeV/c2.
The SELEX fixed-target experiment measured hadron production in the forward kine-
matic domain xF > 0.1. The negative beam composition was about 50% Σ
− and 50%
pi−, whereas the positive beams were composed of 90% protons. The experimental data
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recorded used both positive and negative beams: 67% of the events were induced by
Σ−, 13% by pi−, and 18% by protons. In the first observation using the sample of
Λ+c → pK−pi+ [48, 49] SELEX found a signal of 15.9 events over 6.1 ± 0.1 background
events in the channel Ξ+cc → Λ+c K−pi+ [8]. To complement this result, SELEX published
an observation of 5.62 signal events over 1.38±0.13 background events for the decay mode
Ξ+cc → pDK− from a sample of D+ → K−pi+pi+ decays [9]. The SELEX measurements im-
ply that the lifetime of Ξ+cc is less than 33 fs at 90% confidence level. The large 〈xF 〉 ∼ 0.33
and small 〈pT 〉 ≈ 1 GeV/c are not amenable to perturbative QCD analysis.
Recently, the LHCb collaboration published an observation of 313±33 events of Ξ++cc →
Λ+c K
−pi+pi+ in a 13 TeV sample at the LHC and 113±21 events in a 8 TeV sample at mass
3621.40± 0.72(stat)± 0.27(sys)± 0.14(Λ+c ) MeV/c2, corresponding to 1.7 fb−1 and 2 fb−1,
respectively [50]. The lifetime was measured to be 256+24−22(stat) ± 14(sys) fs [51]. Using
the data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 1.7 fb−1 at 13 TeV the LHCb
confirmed the previous result with observation of Ξ++cc → Ξ+c pi+ decay with signal yield is
91± 20 and the mass value is 3620.6± 1.5(stat)± 0.4(sys)± 0.3(Ξ+c ) MeV/c2 [52].
LHCb reported that the mass difference between the Ξ+cc(dcc) candidate reported by
SELEX and the Ξ++cc (ucc) state reported by LHCb was 103 MeV/c
2, so these states cannot
be readily interpreted as an isospin doublet since one would expect a mass difference of
isospin partners to differ by only a few MeV/c2.
It should be emphasized that SELEX observed the weak decay of the 3520 MeV double-
charm baryon in two different decay channels, namely Ξ+cc(3519 ± 1) → Λ+c K−pi+ and
Ξ+cc(3518± 3)→ pD+pi− with statistical significances of 6.3 σ and 4.8 σ, respectively. The
probability that these two signals are statistical fluctuations is extremely small.
In this chapter we show that the intrinsic heavy-quark QCD mechanism for the hadropro-
duction of heavy hadrons at large xF can resolve the apparent conflict between measure-
ments of double-charm baryons by the SELEX fixed-target experiment and the LHCb
experiment at the LHC collider. We show that in fact both experiments are compatible,
and that both can be correct. The observed spectroscopy of double-charm hadrons is in
agreement with the predictions of supersymmetric light front holographic QCD.
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4.1 Production rate and the kinematics of the Ξ+cc
for the SELEX experiment
The production cross section for the double charm baryon state |dcc〉 was not provided
by the SELEX collaboration. However, the production properties of the doubly charmed
baryons can be compared to that of the Λ+c baryon. The production ratio RΛ+c measured
by SELEX is given by
RSELEX
Λ+c
=
σ(Ξ+cc) ·Br(Ξ+cc → Λ+c K−pi+)
σ(Λ+c )
=
NΞ+cc
+
· Λ+c
NΛ+c
,
where N is the number of events in the respective sample, and the reconstruction efficiency
of Ξ+cc is given by + ≈ 11% [8]. The central value for the number NΛ+c /Λ+c of reconstructed
Λ+c baryon events reported in Ref. [53] lies between 13326 and 10010 according to whether
the lowest bin with xF ∈ [0.125, 0.175] is taken into account or not (cf. Appendix A).
Therefore, we obtain
RSELEX
Λ+c
≈ 0.012− 0.014.
If we take into account the intrinsic charm mechanism, the reconstruction efficiency of Ξ+cc
will grow at least by a factor of 2.3, mainly because the xF distribution predicted by the
intrinsic charm mechanism at large Feynman xF is well matched to the acceptance of the
SELEX fixed-target experiment (see Fig. 9 for the acceptance for perturbative QCD and
intrinsic charm). As a consequence, RSELEX
Λ+c
can be even smaller, about (0.5− 0.6)× 10−3.
This result is obviously higher than the ratio of the di-charm quark production cross section
to the charm cross section, about 10−6 − 10−5 [54] predicted by perturbative QCD.
It is clearly of interest to relate the production of the Ξ+cc at the SELEX experiment
with the production of double J/ψ production at the NA3 experiment. Unfortunately, it
is not possible to compare the two results directly. However, we are able to compare the
following ratios R = σ(cc¯cc¯)/σ(cc¯):
RSELEX = RΛ+c ×
f(c→ Λ+c )
fΞcc
∼ (1− 4)× 10−3
and
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Figure 9: The squared (blue) points represent theoretically motivated distributions and
the circular (red) points show this distribution with the experimental geometry cut. The
pQCD motivated xF distribution of Ξ
++
cc baryons [44] (left panel). The IC motivated xF
distribution of Ξ++cc baryons (right panel).
RNA3 =
σ(ψψ)
σ(ψ)
× fψ
f 2ψ/pi
∼ 2× 10−2,
where fψ/pi ≈ 0.03 is the fragmentation rate of the intrinsic charm state of the pion into
J/ψ [12] and fψ ≈ 0.06 is the perturbative QCD fragmentation rate into J/ψ [55]. Using
formula (13) we find fΞcc ≈ 0.25 which represents the fraction of double cc¯ pairs producing
the sum of single-charged baryons Ξ+cc and double-charged baryons Ξ
++
cc , but this fraction
cannot be less than the fraction to produce J/ψ. Therefore, RSELEX should not be larger
than 10−2. The SELEX production ratio is thus in approximate consistency with the
complementary measurement of the double J/ψ production by the NA3 experiment. Using
formula (14) it is interesting to estimate that the intrinsic charm mechanism predicts
〈xF (Ξcc)〉 = 0.33. This is in excellent agreement with the value 〈xF (Ξ+cc)〉 ∼ 0.33 measured
by the SELEX experiment.
4.2 Mass difference
In order to resolve the discrepancy between the results from SELEX and LHCb we will uti-
lize the predictions of the supersymmetric light front holographic QCD (SUSY LFHQCD).
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This approach was developed by imposing the constraints from the superconformal alge-
braic structure on LFHQCD for massless quarks [56]. As has been shown in Refs. [56,57],
supersymmetry holds to a good approximation, even if conformal symmetry is strongly
broken by the heavy quark mass.
Note that the 3C + 3¯C diquark structure of the Ξ
+
cc can be written explicitly as |[dc]c〉
state.3 The production of the double-charm baryon Ξ+[dc]c with [dc] in a spin-singlet state
is natural in the SELEX fixed target experiment since it has acceptance at high xF , i.e.,
in the realm of intrinsic charm; the [dc]c configuration can easily re-coalesce from a higher
Fock state of the proton such as |uudcc¯cc¯〉. In contrast, the production of this state is
likely to be suppressed in qq¯ → cc¯cc¯ or gg → cc¯cc¯ reactions at the LHCb. Thus LHCb
has most likely observed the double-charm baryon state |u(cc)〉, as will be explained in the
next section. The mass difference between the |[dc]c〉 and the |u(cc)〉 states is due to the
hyperfine interaction between the quarks.
Supersymmetric light front holographic QCD, if extended to the case of two heavy
quarks, predicts that the mass of the spin-1/2 baryon should be the same as the mass of
hc(1P )(3525) meson [57]. This is well compatible with the SELEX measurement of 3520.2±
0.7 MeV/c2 for the Ξ+cc(d[cc]), although the uncertainty of SUSY LFHQCD predictions is
at least of the order of 100 MeV. Indeed, the mass of the |u(cc)〉 state is predicted to be
the same as that of the χc2(1P )(3556) meson, which is in turn lower than the LHCb result
of 3621.40± 0.72(stat)± 0.27(sys)± 0.14(Λ+c ) MeV/c2 for the Ξ++cc .
Supersymmetric LFHQCD is based on and best tested in the chiral limit of QCD,
where all quarks are massless. The mass difference between the hc(1P ) and the χc2(1P )
is mainly due to the hyperfine splitting between the two charm quarks, and hence very
small. In the baryon there is also the larger spin–spin interaction between the c and
a light quark. By comparing hadron masses with light and charmed quarks, one can
estimate the strength of this additional, the supersymmetry-breaking interaction in the
range 84− 136 MeV/c2 [57,58], which is well compatible with the mass difference between
3We use square brackets [ ] for spin-0 and round brackets ( ) for spin-1 internal states.
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the SELEX and the LHCb states.
4.3 The SELEX state at the LHCb
In the previous section we identified the SELEX state as a |[dc]c〉 state and the LHCb state
as a |u(cc)〉 state of the double charmed baryon. While the SELEX state is definitely a spin-
1/2 state, both JP = 1/2+ and JP = 3/2+ are possible assignments for the LHCb state.
As becomes clear in the following, JP = 1/2 is favored by the LHCb mass measurement
and the very suppressed radiative decay to |[qc]c〉+γ. Based on the Heavy Quark Effective
Theory (HQET), in Ref. [59] the baryon masses are estimated to be 3610 MeV/c2 for
the spin-1/2 state |u(cc)〉1/2+ and 3680 MeV/c2 for the spin-3/2 state |u(cc)〉3/2+ . For a
qualitative estimate one can also compare with the nucleon states where the lowest mass
I = 1/2, JP = 3/2+ state is N(1720) which is considerably more massive than the proton.
It is interesting to analyze the ability of the LHCb experiment to observe the |dcc〉
state, i.e. Ξ+cc. Note that in a sample corresponding to 0.65 fb
−1 of integrated luminosity at
7 TeV, in case of the decay process Ξ+cc → Λ+c K−pi+ the LHCb collaboration published an
upper limit for the ratio σ(Ξ+cc)·Br(Ξ+cc → Λ+c K−pi+)/σ(Λ+c ) of 1.5×10−2 and 3.9×10−4 for
the lifetimes 100 fs and 400 fs, respectively [60]. Using the Ξ++cc lifetime recently measured
by LHCb [51] we can estimate that the lifetime of Ξ+cc is less then 100 fs (cf. the discussion
in Section 4.5). Therefore, the LHCb provided an analysis which was outside the signal
region for Ξ+cc.
It is also of interest to analyze the expectation of the production ratio between states.
As we discussed above, the production of the double-charm baryons at the LHCb is due to
the reactions qq¯ → cc¯cc¯ or gg → cc¯cc¯ with the following fragmentation of the cc-diquark
into the double-charm baryons. Due to the Pauli principle the cc-diquark has to be a state
with spin 1 or higher, leading to a state |q(cc)〉 with higher mass. The normalization of
the fragmentation of the cc-diquark into the double-charm baryons is unknown. However,
we are still able to provide some quantitative analysis. The fragmentation function is
proportional to the wave function at the origin. The color-anti-triplet wave function can
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be estimated on the basis of information about the color-singlet wave function, |R(0)[cc]3¯| ∼
|R(0)[cc¯]1|. It is clear that the |[qc]c〉 states cannot be produced through the fragmentation
mechanism on the LHCb.
4.4 Suppression of the radiative decay
An important issue is the rate for the heavier |u(cc)〉 state to decay radiatively to the
spin-1/2 ground state |[uc]c〉1/2+ . However, LHCb explicitly observed that the state they
discovered decays weakly which means that the radiative decay of the LHCb state at
3621 MeV has to be strongly suppressed: The radiative lifetime has to be longer than
approximately 50 fs in order that at least some of the LHCb 3621 MeV states would have
survived and observed to decay weakly. A lifetime of 50 fs means that the transition rate
Γ(3621→ 3520 + γ) has to be less than 0.01 eV. The energy of the photon emitted by the
radiative transition is ω = 101 MeV. The dependence of the transition rate on ω comes
from (a) the phase space of the final state and (b) the dynamical suppression from the
square of the matrix element of the electromagnetic current connecting the initial and final
eigenstates.
For comparison, one can consider the measured radiative decay rate for J/ψ → ηcγ with
photon energy ω = 115 MeV [61]. The measured radiative decay rate for J/ψ → ηcγ is
Γexp = 1.13±0.35 keV. Note that the spatial wavefunctions of the J/ψ and the ηc are almost
identical. In contrast, the initial and final state wavefunctions are very different. In the case
of transition between the double-charm baryons |q(cc)〉3/2+ → |[qc]c〉1/2+ +γ the amplitude
for radiative decay thus involves the matrix element 〈f | ~Jem|i〉 of the electromagnetic current
between highly orthogonal hadronic eigenstates. In particular, the emission of the ω =
101 MeV photon also has to interchange one of the charm quarks in the spin-1 (cc) diquark
with the light quark q to form the spin-0 [qc] diquark.
The matrix element in the LF framework involves the overlap of the current with
nearly orthogonal three-body light-front wavefunctions ψi(x,~k⊥) and ψf (x,~k⊥) at the small
101 MeV momentum transfer. The matrix element thus must vanish as (ωrcc)
3, where rcc
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characterizes the size of the radial wavefunctions. This gives a strong suppression of the
rate of (ωrcc)
6 relative to that of radiative charmonium decays.
According to Ref. [62], rJ/ψ ∼ 0.39 fm ' 2 GeV−1. As a first estimate, we will assume
that the characteristic radial size of the charm diquark cc in the double-charm baryons is
the same as that of the J/ψ, rcc ∼ rJ/ψ, resulting in (ωrcc)6 ∼ 6 × 10−5. In comparison
with the 1 keV J/ψ → ηcγ decay width, this would give a radiative transition rate for
|q(cc)〉3/2+ → |[qc]c〉1/2+ + γ of order 0.06 eV and thus a radiative transition lifetime of
10 fs. A radiative lifetime of this order would not prevent the LHCb from observing the
weak decay of the |q(cc)〉 double-charm baryon at 3621 MeV. In this case LHCb might
be able to observe some radiative events |[qc]c〉1/2+ + γ, where the |[qc]c〉1/2+ at 3520 MeV
decays weakly.
It is also possible that the 3621 MeV state observed by LHCb is a JP = 1/2+ double-
charm baryon state |q(cc)〉1/2+ , rather than JP = 3/2+ since we have assumed that it
is a bound state of a spin-1/2 quark and a spin-1 (cc) diquark. In this case the spin-1
photon needs to be emitted with orbital angular momentum L = 1 to conserve parity in
the radiative decay of the 3621 MeV state |q(cc)〉1/2+ to the 3520 MeV state |[qc]c〉1/2+ .
This would give an additional factor of v2 in the phase space for the radiative transition
rate where v ' ω/M ∼ 1/35 is the recoil velocity of the 3520 MeV double-charm baryon.
This additional suppression of the rate implies that the lifetime of the radiative transition
would then be increased to be of order 12000 fs.
We have also done a comparison with the radiative transition rates between the JP = 1−
charmonium S states analyzed in the classic paper by Feinberg and Sucher [63], such as the
estimated 10 keV transition rate between the ψ(2S)(3686 MeV) and the J/ψ(3097 MeV).
The transition energy in our case is 101 MeV, compared to the transition energy between
the ψ(2S)(3686 MeV) and the J/ψ(3097 MeV) of 589 MeV – a relative reduction in the
photon transition energy of 101/589 ∼ 1/6. This factor enters at the third power in the
matrix element of the spin current in Eq. (9) of Ref. [63] through the overlap of radial
wavefunctions, i.e. the spherical Bessel function j0(kr/2). In addition, one has to take into
account the additional suppression of electromagnetic transitions between the q(cc) and
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[qc]c configurations when extrapolating to double-charm baryons.
The above discussion is clearly only a first estimate. A rigorous treatment of the
transition radiative decay rate between double-charm baryons with diquarks of different
spin and composition is clearly necessary.
We also note that LHCb may be able to detect radiative transitions involving double-
charm baryons which have higher masses and higher spin. The observation of the 3520 MeV
state |[uc]c〉1/2+ with a significant transverse momentum kick from photon emission from
a heavy double charm state would be an important confirmation of our picture. Because
of this, we suggest that LHCb conduct such a search.
Still, there might be intrinsic charm in the wave function at LHC. The contribution
from the double intrinsic charm should be suppressed due to the kinematics of the LHCb
experiment: Making the naive assumption that the momentum is split evenly between
all final states and taking into account that the hadron identification efficiency for pions
and kaons is degraded above 100 GeV/c [64, 65], the analysis looses sensitivity around
p(Ξ++cc ) ≈ 600 GeV/c, i.e. xF ≈ 0.15 and xF ≈ 0.09 for the 8 GeV and 13 GeV analysis,
respectively. This range of values for xF corresponds to the rapidity region 2 < y < 5
in which the LHCb detector operates [66]. Note that in contrast to SELEX, LHCb is
a collider experiment where the acceptance excludes the detection of events close to the
beam axis.
4.5 Lifetime difference
There is still an unexplained difference in lifetimes. Indeed, if we compare τ(Ξ++cc ) =
256+24−22(stat)±14(sys) fs as measured by LHCb with the upper limit of the τ(Ξ+cc) < 33 fs at
90% confidence level, we can easily find that the lifetime difference is higher than previously
predicted, τ(Ξ++cc )/τ(Ξ
+
cc) ≈ 2.5 − 4 (cf. Refs. [54, 67]). However, none of the predictions,
neither τ(Ξ++cc ) = 460 ± 50 fs [54] nor τ(Ξ++cc ) = 185 fs [67] fits to the experimentally
measured value of τ(Ξ++cc ). In Ref. [68] a value τ(Ξ
++
cc ) = 298 fs was recently obtained which
is very close to the experimental value (cf. Table 3). Also, the ratio τ(Ξ++cc )/τ(Ξ
+
cc) ∼ 6.7
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Table 3: Theoretically predicted and the experimentally measured Ξcc baryon lifetime
values
lifetime ( fs) Kiselev [54] Karliner [67] Cheng [68] Exp.
τ(Ξ+cc) 160± 50 53 44 SELEX [8] < 33 (90% C.L.)
τ(Ξ++cc ) 460± 50 185 298 LHCb [51] 256+38−36
was calculated. Using this ratio and the experimental value of τ(Ξ++cc ) we find τ(Ξ
+
cc) ∼
38 fs. This value is again close to the SELEX value.
Using the total integrated luminosity of 9 fb−1 at center-of-mass energies of 7, 8, and
13 TeV and the decay mode Ξ+cc → Λ+c K−pi+, no significant signal is observed in the mass
range from 3.4 to 3.8 GeV/c2 and assumed lifetime between 40 and 160 fs, as reported in
the recent LHCb publication [69].
It is also interesting to note that the LHCb result τ(Ω0c) = 268 ± 24 ± 10 ± 2 fs [70]
for the lifetime is in disagreement with the respective lifetime measured by fixed-target
experiments (cf. Table 4).
Table 4: Ω0c baryon lifetime values measured by fixed-target experiments
Experiment lifetime (fs) Number of events
FOCUS [72] 72± 11± 11 64
WA89 [73] 55+13 +18−11−23 86
E687 [74] 86+27−20 ± 28 25
SELEX [75] 65± 13± 9 83
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4.6 Production of the double heavy baryons at the AFTER@LHC
In Section 3.1 the application of the quark-duality principle for obtaining the production
cross section was described. This logic can be fully applied to the calculation of the
production cross section of the double charm baryons with a single minor difference. In
contrast to the QQ¯ pair, the QQ pair has 3 × 3 = (3¯ + 6) color components, consisting
of a color antitriplet state and a color sextet. The probability that a QQ pair forms an
antitriplet state is 3¯/(3¯ + 6) = 1/3. Therefore, in case of the doubly charmed baryon the
cross section will be
σ(cc) =
1
3
fccσicc, (30)
where fcc is the fragmentation ratio of the cc pair described by Eq. (13). Obviously, the
same logic can be applied to bc and bb pairs. It is interesting to compare our predictions
with the single intrinsic charm mechanism predictions given in Ref. [71] (cf. Table 5).
Table 5: Baryonic cross sections
Baryon type Single IC [71]( pb) Double IC ( pb)
Ξcc 4.3× 104 9.4× 104
Ξbc 8.95 2.6× 102
Ξbb 3.1× 10−2 50
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5 The charm production in fixed-target experiments
with the intrinsic charm from the target
”I have every respect for your
deductions, but you are wrong,
completely and absolutely, and
without any doubt.”
Tove Jansson,
Finn Family Moomintroll
The possibility of the production of charm hadrons via the intrinsic charm mechanism
from the target was proposed in Refs. [76,77].
Recently, the LHCb collaboration presented the first measurement of charm produc-
tion in the fixed-target configuration at the LHC [78]. The production of J/ψ and D0
mesons is studied with beams of protons of different energies colliding with gaseous tar-
gets of helium and argon with nucleon–nucleon centre-of-mass energies of
√
s = 86.6 and
110.4 GeV, respectively. The J/ψ and D0 production cross-sections in pHe collisions in
the rapidity range [2, 4.6] are found to be σ(J/ψ) = 652 ± 33 ± 42 nb per nucleon and
σ(D0) = 80.8± 2.4± 6.3µb per nucleon, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the
second is systematic. Providing an analysis of the production of D0 mesons with the in-
trinsic charm from the target, LHCb reported no evidence for a substantial intrinsic charm
content of the nucleon [78]. This result brings special attention to the topic.
In this chapter we discuss the beautiful prediction of the intrinsic charm model for the
charm production in the fixed-target experiments with the intrinsic charm coming from
the target. In addition, we show that based on a misunderstanding of the kinematics of
the intrinsic charm from the target in the laboratory frame the LHCb/SMOG result is in
contradiction to the properties of the intrinsic charm model.
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5.1 The kinematic distributions and cross sections of the charm
The kinematic limits on the energy and the longitudinal momentum of the charm state
formed by the intrinsic charm from the target are given by (cf. Appendix B)
Elab =
1
2mtar
(m2pro +m
2
tar), plab =
1
2mtar
(m2pro −m2tar). (31)
These expressions depend solely on the two masses mpro and mtar of projectile and target
and no longer on the beam energy.
Upon combining Eqs. (3) and (B.8) we can find the momentum distribution and the
distribution of the rapidity difference ∆y = y − ytar (in case of the target ytar = 0) in the
laboratory frame (cf. Fig. 10).
Using Eqs. (4) and (13) and the inelastic cross sections σinelpp (pbeam = 200 GeV) ≈
32 mb [79] and σinelpp (
√
s = 115 GeV) ≈ 37 mb we can finally estimate respective production
cross sections at the fixed-target program at STAR4
σ(Ξcc) ≈ 75 nb
σ(J/ψ) ≈ 28 nb
and at the AFTER@LHC
σ(Ξcc) ≈ 65 nb
σ(J/ψ) ≈ 29 nb.
5.2 Discussion of the LHCb/SMOG result
Using Eq. (B.8) we can obtain the kinematic limit (i.e. xF = 1) of the open charm produced
by the intrinsic charm mechanism from the target in the laboratory frame, y < 0.6 and
pL ∼ 1.2 − 1.3 GeV/c. By a straightforward calculation it was shown that in case of the
production of intrinsic charm from the target, charm hadrons have a maximum momentum
4For the double charm baryons we provide the upper limits. For J/ψ we provide estimates based on
experimental data [10].
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Figure 10: The upper panels show the prediction for the Ξcc momentum distribution (left
panel) and for the distribution of the rapidity difference (right panel) in the laboratory
frame. The bottom panels show the prediction for the J/ψ momentum distribution (left
panel) and for the distribution of the rapidity difference (right panel) in the laboratory
frame.
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in the laboratory frame of only a few GeV/c and a rapidity y < 2. This result is in perfect
agreement with predictions from the intrinsic charm model about the ∆y region for the
charm state, ∆y = y−ytar(ytar = 0) < 2. In other words, the LHCb collaboration provided
an analysis outside the signal region.
Moreover, the LHCb collaboration made a mistake even in the calculation in the center-
of-mass system. Using an approximation for the fraction x of the nucleon momentum
carried by the target parton,
x ' 2mc√
sNN
exp(−y∗), (32)
where mc = 1.28 GeV/c
2 is the mass of the c quark and y∗ is the center-of-mass rapidity,
they found that the LHCb acceptance gives access to the large Bjorken-x region of the
nucleon target up to x ∼ 0.37 for D0 mesons. However, it is easy to see that this equation
is not fully correct. Using the standard Feynman-x notation in the center-of-mass system
x ≈ 2mT√
s
sinh(y∗) (cf. Eq. (47.43) in Ref. [80]) and taking into account that sinh(y∗) ≈
− exp(−y∗)/2 for large negative values of y∗, one finally obtains x ≈ −mT√
s
exp(−y∗).
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6 Results
”Well, that really is the last word in
madness.”
Tove Jansson,
Moominpappa at Sea
In this chapter we shall try to explain the significance of the results introduced in this
thesis.
The associate production of the quarkonium were investigated in the many theoretical and
experimental researches. However, we have shown that the NA3 data is puzzling and does
not allow for a simple interpretation. We found that the calculation of the double J/ψ pro-
duction cross section is not very useful for the identification of the production mechanism.
Instead, we have pointed out that the kinematic distributions provide opportunities for the
COMPASS experiment using the pi− beam of the SPS (CERN) at 190 GeV/c to measure
the effect of the intrinsic charm mechanism or to identify the production mechanism.
We investigated the double intrinsic heavy quark mechanism for the double-quarkonium
production in the high Feynman-x region at the AFTER@LHC experiment. In this partic-
ular case the production of the double quarkonium plays a special role as it provides direct
access to the double heavy quark probabilities Picc, Picb and Pibb. The xF distribution for
double-quarkonium production in proton beam events has not yet been measured (cf. also
a comment at the end of the third paragraph in the Introduction of Ref. [12]). Therefore,
our estimates cannot be compared to existing data but wait for future confirmation by
experiments like AFTER@LHC, for which we give numerical values.
Since the publication of first evidences for the existence of doubly charmed baryons by
the SELEX collaboration, this result became probably the most intriguing and controver-
sial one in modern baryonic physics. The reason for this is that perturbative QCD can
explain neither the SELEX production rate nor the xF distribution. Using both theoretical
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and experimental arguments, we have shown that the SELEX and the LHCb results for
the production of doubly charmed baryons can both be correct. We have compared the
data for double J/ψ production observed by the NA3 experiment and the SELEX result
for Ξ+cc production at high Feynman-xF . We have found that the NA3 data strongly com-
plement the SELEX production rate for the spin-1/2 |[dc]c〉 state. In contrast, LHCb has
most likely discovered the heavier |u(cc)〉 produced by gluon–gluon fusion gg → cc¯cc¯ at
xF ∼ 0. The application of supersymmetric algebra to hadron spectroscopy, together with
the intrinsic charm mechanism for the hadroproduction of heavy hadrons at large xF , can
thus resolve the apparent conflict between measurements of double-charm baryons by the
SELEX fixed-target experiment and the LHCb experiment at the LHC collider. The mass
difference of the two double-charm baryons reflects the distinct spins of the underlying
diquarks.
An important conclusion from our study is that the natural kinematic domain for pro-
ducing novel hadronic bound states, such as multi-heavy quark hadrons and the tetraquarks
predicted by superconformal algebra, is the domain of large Feynman-x. In this domain,
the constituents of the higher Fock states of the projectile, which are comoving at the same
rapidity, can coalesce to produce a wide variety of color-singlet hadrons.
We have shown why the state |[qc]c〉1/2+ is favorably produced at high xF within the
kinematics of the SELEX acceptance, and conversely, why its production is unfavorable in
the LHC acceptance.
We investigated the beautiful prediction of the intrinsic charm mechanism. The charm
particles are produced from the target with an approximate mean value for the momentum
of about a few GeV/c. Such “soft” final states can be observed at the current and future
fixed-target experiments. The production cross sections are presented.
We have also shown that the LHCb/SMOG result is based on a misunderstanding of
the kinematics of the intrinsic charm. Moreover, the investigation of the production of
charmed hadrons with intrinsic charm from the target at the LHCb/SMOG fixed-target
program is fundamentally unfeasible.
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7 Appendix A
The SELEX Λ+c sample
The SELEX double charm baryon analysis began with a sample of Λ+c single-charm baryons
decaying to pK−pi+. This Λ+c sample containing the same 1630 events events was used to
measure the Λ+c lifetime [48,49]. The sample is a part of 1979±71 signal events for Λ+c [53]
collected by the SELEX experiment with the negative Σ− and pi− beams at 600 GeV/c and
positive proton beam at 540 GeV/c. The corrected number of events for Σ−, proton and
pi− beams are presented in Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3.
SELEX reported that the double charm candidates were observed only in Σ− and proton
samples. To obtain the production ratio we use only these samples. It is easy to see that
the ratio will be even smaller if we include also the pi− sample.
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Figure A.1: Λ+c xF distribution of the corrected number of events for the Σ
− beam.
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Figure A.2: Λ+c xF distribution of the corrected number of events for the proton beam.
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Figure A.3: Λ+c xF distribution of the corrected number of events for the pi
− beam.
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8 Appendix B
Derivation of the kinematic limit
Calculation of the Center of Mass System energy
Given an invariant energy
√
s, one can easily calculate the energies in the laboratory frame,
the center-of-mass frame and of course in a lot of different other frames. Starting from
s = (pP + pT )
2 = p2P + 2pPpT + p
2
T = m
2
P + 2pPpT +m
2
T (B.1)
we first can calculate in the laboratory system where pT = (mT ; 0, 0, 0). One obtains
s = m2P +m
2
T + 2E
lab
P mT (B.2)
For the center-of-mass system, however, we have ~pP + ~pT = ~0 (⇒ ~pP = −~pT =: ~p) and,
therefore,
√
s = EP + ET where EP = (m
2
P + ~p
2)1/2, ET = (m
2
T + ~p
2)1/2. Inserting these
energies we obtain √
m2P + ~p
2 +
√
m2T + ~p
2 =
√
s, (B.3)
and this equation can be solved by two-fold squaring,
2
√
m2P + ~p
2
√
m2T + ~p
2 = s−m2P −m2T − 2~p 2
4(m2P + ~p
2)(m2T + ~p
2) = (s−m2P −m2T − 2~p 2)2
4~p 4 + 4~p 2(m2P +m
2
T ) + 4m
2
Pm
2
T = (s−m2P −m2T )2 − 4~p 2(s−m2P −m2T ) + 4~p 4
4s~p 2 = (s−m2P −m2T )2 − 4m2Pm2T = λ(s,m2P ,m2T ), (B.4)
where λ(x, y, z) = x2 +y2 +z2−2xy−2xz−2yz is Ka¨lle´n’s function. Given s by Eq. (B.2),
one can proceed to calculate the square of the three-momentum to be
~p 2 =
λ(m2P +m
2
T + 2EPmT ,m
2
P ,m
2
T )
4(m2P +m
2
T + 2E
lab
P mT )
=
4((ElabP )
2 −m2P )m2T
4(m2P +m
2
T + 2E
lab
P mT )
=
=
((ElabP )
2 −m2P )m2T
m2P +m
2
T + 2E
lab
P mT
≈ (E
lab
P )
2m2T
2ElabP mT
=
1
2
ElabP mT . (B.5)
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Lorentz transformations
In order to get from one system to another, four-vectors have to be multiplied by Lorentz
matrices. The Lorentz matrix which puts the general target four-vector pT = (ET ;−~p ) in
the CMS to rest is given by
(Λµν(ET ;−~p )) = Λ(pT ) =
ET/mT ~p T/mT
~p/mT 1l + ~p~p
T/mT/(ET +mT )
 (B.6)
where m2T = E
2
T − ~p 2. The upper index T stands for transposition of the (column) three-
vector ~p . It can easily be seen that Λ(pT )pT = (mT ;~0)
T . Assuming that J/ψ takes over
a ratio x ∈ [0, 1] of the three-momentum ~p (for x > 0 from the projectile, for x < 0
from the target) and applying the Lorentz transformation to the corresponding four-vector
pψ = (Eψ;x~p ) with E
2
ψ = m
2
ψ + x
2~p 2, one obtains a value for the four-vector in the
laboratory frame, i.e. the frame where pT is at rest. The result reads
Elabψ =
1
mT
(√
~p 2T +m
2
T
√
x2~p 2T +m
2
ψ − x~p 2T
)
,
~p labψ =
~pT
mT
√
x2~p 2T +m
2
ψ − x~pT
(
1 +
~p 2T
mT (mT +
√
~p 2T +m
2
T )
)
. (B.7)
Taking into account that the three-momenta are usually much larger than the masses, we
can expand into m2T/~p
2 and m2ψ/~p
2 to x < 0 (target) and obtain the maximum values of
energy and momentum of the charm in the laboratory frame
Elabψ =
1
2mT
(
m2ψ +m
2
T
)
, ~p labψ =
~p
2mT |~p |
(
m2ψ −m2T
)
. (B.8)
This last expression depends solely on the two masses mψ and mT and no longer on the
beam energy.
9 Appendix C
We already investigated possible contribution from SPS and IC mechanisms, and we even
mentioned the contribution from DPS. However, it is possible to produce a pair of J/ψ
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Figure C.1: Prediction for the xF distributions of a single J/ψ for SPS (blue histogram to
the left) and IC (red histogram to the right).
mesons also by SPS–IC interference. In this case one of the J/ψ comes from IC and
the other from a standard pQCD SPS process like gluon–gluon fusion or quark–antiquark
annihilation.
As the J/ψ from IC is produced at the “surface” of the hadron or nucleus, we assume
that IC mechanism always contributes first. Starting from the xF distributions in Fig. C.1
for single J/ψ from IC (red histogram to the right) or SPS (blue histogram to the left),
the double J/ψ distribution for SPS–IC interference is calculated under this assumption
to be as shown in Fig C.2. It is easy to see that the present region of double J/ψ in the
NA3 data does not support this production mechanism very much.
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Figure C.2: Prediction for the xF distributions of a J/ψ pair for SPS–IC interference.
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